KATHREIN BROADCAST NEWS
In June 2020 KATHREIN Broadcast celebrates its 1-year anniversary
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Greetings from the management
Dear customers and partners,
Dear colleagues,
We at KATHREIN look back on more than 100 years of history and 75 years of pioneering
Broadcast. At the same time, on June 1st, we celebrated the first birthday of KATHREIN
Broadcast as an independent company.
We have had a year of major structural changes with a lot of focus on building our company.
Every employee was affected in some way by the transformation and many have put in
outstanding dedication and effort to get us on the way.
However, despite all the changes, in its core the Broadcast unit remains the same: our
employees, our products and our know-how are still on board. It is important in this process
not to lose focus on our real priorities, namely our markets, customers and partners. Despite
all of the transformation challenges, we were successful to further increased our business
volume compared to the previous year. So I am proud to say that we have mastered this first
year well.
The current corona pandemic presents us with new challenges that we have to prepare for
with comprehensive plans and measures. Even if this crisis has not yet been overcome, we
see ourselves well prepared for the future. I would like to thank all employees for their
commitment and customers and partners for the continued trust in the first year of our
existence.
In the following we have put together some highlights from our transformation, but we also
show that the focus is always on our projects and our business. On behalf of the entire
management, I can assure you that we will do everything to ensure that KATHREIN Broadcast
remains the reliable partner you came to know us as.

Your
Jörg Lippert
KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
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Carve out successfully completed

How we got the IT of Kathrein Broadcast GmbH on our own two feet
Of all tasks in connection with the independence, the
rapid conversion of the ERP system is one of the most
demanding.
Over 4,000 articles, 30,000 parts, numerous customers and suppliers - master data had to be prepared for
everything and migrated to the new ERP system. For the
transaction data - the orders open on the reporting date
and the entire current assets - exactly defined
conditions had to be created, inventoried and evaluated;
both in the factories and outside on the construction
sites.

In the third section, after the whole O-t-C process had
been settled to some extent, the new ERP system was
finally used more and more to control the business and
transferred to regular operations. Extensions of
functionalities (e.g. working time recording, detailed
assignment of user rights, sales planning, etc.) are
introduced.
Reconstruction of the entire IT infrastructure at four
locations.

The exciting weekend of the actual transition, as
well as the restart of the most important functions in the
following week, went largely smoothly. The previously
throttled production was immediately restarted and
after only four days the first delivery and corresponding
invoice were sent.

The rebuilding of the entire IT infrastructure at the four
locations Germany, Romania, Italy and the USA was also
very demanding. Evaluation, selection, conclusion of
contract with the IT service providers, their coordination,
definition of all necessary services and applications (e.g.
Office 365, SIP telephony, various special RF planningand measurement- applications, CAD systems) Their configuration and the necessary data migrations required a
high level of commitment from the entire IT team and the
respective specialist departments. Fortunately, the transition from the old to the new IT landscape could be
staggered according to location - but it was always exciting to consider everything to ensure daily operations
without interruption. Today, the equipment is state-of-theart - for many of the necessary purchases, a lot of time was
required to prepare the decision.

In the second period, it was then a matter of
eliminating the greatest risks of day-to-day business
operations. For this purpose, factories and supply chains
were reactivated, master data adapted to the new
situation and updated, and employees were given indepth training on the new ERP system and accompanied
by their group or department heads as key users.

All of this has been achieved thanks to the particularly
intensive support of some colleagues from the former
Kathrein IT department (now Ericsson) under the
coordination of Oliver Mayer, all key users of Kathrein
Broadcast GmbH, the colleagues from our IT service
provider ACP, Kolbermoor Julian Graf von Benzel and his
team. Many thanks to you.

With only three months to replace the previous SAP
system in the parent company and to build proAlpha as
a new ERP, the first phase focused on the operationally
critical basic functionalities. Our team of key users
quickly agreed on what is critical and which risks or
inefficiencies, e.g. by temporarily increased manual
work, can be consciously accepted in the transition.

by:
Robert Robertson, Dr. Heinrich Schülen
and Christian Fischer
(from left to right in the picture)
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Antenna and Combiner seminar in Ivory Coast, Africa
Practical test on the DVB-T combiner in "Abidjan"
by: Anton Vogl, Kathrein Broadcast GmbH
As part of the DVB-T network
expansion of IDT (Société Ivoirienne de
Télédiffusion) in the Ivory Coast in
Africa, for which KATHREIN received the
order for the delivery of the passive
system components, Kathrein project
manager Anton Vogl traveled to the
Ivory Coast in order to perform an
antenna and combiner seminar. At the
same time, engineers and technicians
from IDT were able to put the resulting
theoretical knowledge into practice on
the TV combiner at the "Abidjan"
station, supplied by Kathrein.

Picture above: Kathrein Projectmanager Anton Vogl gives an insight into
antenna and combiner technology

Left picture:
Anton Vogl (left) with
the IDT Technic Team
in front of the UHF
combiner in "Abidjan
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New Dual Polarized UHF Omni-Antenna
Now also full C-pol capable

by: Markus Gerl, Kathrein Broadcast GmbH
The over the air broadcast market has an increasing
demand of dual polarized antenna systems. Especially in
the US, where operators can use the vertical polarization
as an additional propagation path, dual polarization
antennas are highly desirable and sought after for
NextGen TV. Up to now, there has not been an UHF plug
& play dual polarized broadband omni antenna available
in the market.
For horizontal polarized omni radiators, super-turnstile
antennas are widely used. KATHREIN has a broad
selection of available super-turnstile antennas - the plug
& play types are easy to install and have a very low wind
load. So, the question was, why not add a vertical polarized
component to a super-turnstile based antenna? H-pol and
V-pol should be fed separately, to adjust the resulting
polarization arbitrary on customer requirements. Flexible
mounting options will allow side mount or top mount
installation. .

A challenge was to get enough room inside the antenna
for the additional dipoles. By shifting the super-turnstile
elements and using compact, new developed dipoles for
V-pol, this was achieved. Moreover the phase difference
between V-pol and H-pol e-field should be constant over
the frequency band. This is a point at which many
antennas of competitors – already with directional
patterns – are struggling. By feeding the V-pol dipoles via
an electrical radiating field, this requirement was be
fulfilled. To ensure a broadband operation, couplers were
used for stable phase conditions.
The test results of this antenna are impressive and show
a superior VSWR and an excellent pattern. The first
antenna systems were installed at the beginning of this
year in the United States. The customers have been very
happy with the coverage of the rock solid circular
polarized signal of the new antenna systems. The circular
polarized signal will improve coverage to mobile devices.

in the picture:
Markus Gerl, project manager
for the US market in front of a
series of new dual polarized
omni antennas.
Notice: the two separate inputs
for H- and V-pol.
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Windload optimized Kathrein FM antenna systems
Logarithmic Periodic Antennas in "Wittenberg"
by: Dr. Paul Mamok, Kathrein Broadcast GmbH
As part of a major customer order, a total of 19 FM panel
antenna systems at 14 German radio stations were replaced by
Logarithmic Periodic- and Yagi- antenna systems from May to
August last year 2019. These antennas have a significantly lower
wind load than comparable solutions with panel antennas. In this
way, the wind load can be reduced by up to 75% with the same
antenna gain. This results in enormous savings for the ongoing
operation of the antenna systems. In addition to planning, design
and delivery of the antenna systems, Kathrein was also
responsible for the entire project management including
coordination of the installation and acceptance test.

in the picture:
Low wind load FM LogPer antennas at the
"Wittenberg" station

New Kathrein DAB+ Antenna of the ORS now in operation
Location "Pfänder", Bregenz

by: Anton Vogl, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
In cooperation with the partner Bayern Digital Radio, ORS Austria
put a new Kathrein DAB+ antenna (multiplex channel 8B) at station
"Pfänder", near Bregenz, Vorarlberg, into operation in May 2020 and
is now broadcasting 9 DAB programs. Beside the FM and TV antenna
systems, meanwhile three Kathrein DAB antenna systems are now
installed on the "Pfänder" mast. Despite the adverse circumstances
caused by the Corona Lock-Down, there was no delay thanks to the
commitment of all project partners.

in the picture:
The third Kathrein DAB + transmitter antenna at the
ORS location "Pfänder", Bregenz.
In the background: Lake "Bodensee"
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FM & DAB+ transmitters of the SWR now in operation

Acceptance measurement at the SWR location "Hochblauen"
by: Viktor Mann, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
KATHREIN has been known for decades for its
antenna components of the highest quality. Broadcast
antenna systems are often also set up as a turnkey
solution (turnkey project). In addition to antenna
products, KATHREIN also offers services such as antenna
mounting hardware and installation.
The quality of the installation of the antenna system is
at least as important as the quality of the products
themselves to ensure safe and trouble-free operation
over a long period. With transmitter powers of up to over
100 kW, even small errors could mean serious damage to
the material.
The antennas of the Südwestrundfunk (SWR) at the
"Hochblauen" location in the southern Black Forest were
completely renewed or replaced in the last half of the
year. A very special and tailor-made antenna system was
used here for the first time, which made special planning
by the KATHREIN engineers necessary. To save space, 3
vertically polarized DAB dipoles were nested in the
horizontally polarized VHF system consisting of LogPer
antennas. For this, numerous simulations and
measurements were necessary in order to meet the
specifications in the end.

Picture above:
SWR Transmitting Station "Hochblauen" in the Black Forest
Viktor Mann and Christian Sautter from Kathrein were on
site recently to carry out the acceptance measurements and
to hand over the antenna systems to the customer ready for
operation.
The acceptance is carried out according to strict specifications, which are set out in the respective specifications of
the broadcasting companies. First, the mechanical structure
is checked and measured. At the same time, a visual check
is carried out and the plug connections of antennas,
distributors and cables are checked for tightness. Of course,
the acceptance engineers first have to climb the transmission mast. Certainly, this is done under strict conditions
and the staff is specially educated and trained for this.
Working at dizzying heights is really not an enjoyment.

Left picture:
FM transmission antenna with integrated
vertical DAB dipoles
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After the mechanical check, the electrical measurements
and a test operation are carried out. A key parameter here is
the "VSWR matching" or "reflection factor". With proper
planning and execution, this value must be greater than 20
dB for digital transmitters. Only 1% of the transmitting power
may be reflected by the transmitting antenna to ensure
trouble-free operation. A very tight value, but of course
controllable at any time for the Kathrein engineers.
Finally, the "knock test" is carried out. The components
of the antenna system are lightly pushed with a fist or a small
rubber hammer. At the same time, a colleague in the
transmitter room observes the measurement curve on the
connected pulse reflectometer. If this remains stable,
everything is fine. If there are jumps in the measurement
curve in time with the knock, this usually indicates a loose
connection. This must then e.g. be lifted by tightening. With
the high transmitter powers that are common in
broadcasting, poor connections could lead to fires in the
system.

Picture above:
Inside the transmission tower, the "knock test"

Acceptance of the FM and DAB+ transmitting
antennas on the "Hochblauen" went smoothly and the
system was now ready for use by the customer.
Kunden jetzt betriebsbereit gestellt werden.

Left picture:
Christian Sautter and. Viktor Mann (Kathrein)
have a good laugh. The acceptance was successful.
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RBB (Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg) is expanding its DAB + network.
"Eberswalde" station receives new KATHREIN special antenna
by: Viktor Mann, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
In the course of expanding its DAB+
transmitter network in channel 10B, our
customer
RBB
(Rundfunk
BerlinBrandenburg) is now planning to put a
Kathrein antenna system into operation
at the "Eberswalde" station. A stacked
VHF Band III double dipole antenna with
additional wings is planned to achieve an
omnidirectional characteristic. For static
reasons, the antenna system mounted
on the mast tip is braced with additional
non-conductive "Parafil" wires in order to
limit the parasitic influence of the bracing
on the radiation diagram. During a site
inspection together with RBB and our
installation partner Mastbau FN GmbH,
the planning and project processes have
now been defined.

In the picture: Kathrein project manager Viktor Mann with Axel Wolff (RBB,
right) and Frank Neumann (MBG, left) inspect the mast tip in "Eberswalde".

New FM antennas for "Niedersachsen Broadcast"

Reconstruction at the "Göttingen" and "Torfhaus" locations
by: Viktor Mann, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
Two locations in the Harz Mountains
are getting new, low-wind FM antenna
systems with logarithmic periodic
antennas (LogPer).
The "Göttingen" location has already
been rebuilt, approved and has already
started regular operation.
The old 8-level panel antenna in
"Torfhaus" is currently being dismantled and will receive a new 10-level
antenna system with LogPer antennas.
This will soon go into operation.

Left picture:
Christian Sautter (Kathrein)
during antenna inspection
in Göttingen
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New KATHREIN FM transmission antenna in "Buraimi", Oman
Commissioning of an FM Antenna and Combiner
by: Anton Vogl, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
In January 2020, the radio mast in "Buraimi" in the Sultanate of Oman
received two new Kathrein FM antennas and one FM 6-channel combiner.
Delivery, execution, installation, cooperation with the customer on site and,
finally commissioning, went completely smoothly thanks to the professional
pre-planning by the Kathrein engineers. Anton Vogl and Bernhard Doll from
Kathrein were at the transmitter site for the measurement and acceptance
test of the FM system in "Buraimi", which is now broadcasting 6 FM programs
in highest quality.

Picture 1, left:
Transmitter room
with KATHREIN
FM Combiner

Picture 2, right
Station "Buraimi"
Radio tower

Picture 3:
KATHREIN FM Transmitting Antenna
Bird's eye view

Picture 4:
Anton Vogl and Bernhard Doll (Kathrein) during antenna
inspection in the Omani desert are starting there to sweat
when climbing the mast.
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Renewal of the FM network in Namibia
Commissioning of new NBC Combiners

by: Anton Vogl, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
As part of the renewal of the FM
network in Namibia, Kathrein supplied
numerous FM Combiners with an input
power of up to 6x 5 kW, which are used at
several stations across the country. The
high mechanical stability and robustness,
as well as the excellent thermal stability of
the Kathrein combiners prove to be a great
advantage especially in African regions,
where transport routes are often long and
very difficult and the climatic conditions
also changing frequently. Kathrein project
managers Anton Vogl and Gerhard Lerche
were on site to work with Mbeno Murangi
from the Namibia Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) to adapt the combiners to the
narrow conditions and to put them into
operation.

Picture above:
After difficult transport through the terrain in Namibia, the combiner
modules arrive safely at the station.

Left picture:
Gerhard Lerche
(Kathrein, left) and
Mbeno Murangi (NBC,
right) tuning a FM
combiner.
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TERACOM renews its FM transmitter network in Sweden
20 large antenna systems within 3 years
by: Michael Reinert, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
At the beginning of 2019, KATHREIN and its
Swedish representative AB Intensa won a large
tender from the network operator TERACOM there.
A total of 20 large FM antenna systems are to be
replaced in 2019-2021.
For antenna systems with 8 levels and 3 directions each, new antenna panels were designed in
cooperation with TERACOM and separate, customized antenna brackets for each location.
In addition to the delivery of the entire antenna
material and the 4" large feed lines, the order also
includes the installation of 2-4 antenna systems
per year by our installation partner TSN (Turmbau
Steffens & Nölle).

Picture 1, above (from left to right):
Johannes Bergfeldt (AB Intensa), Lena Backlund (Projektmanager,
TERACOM), Fredrik Olsson (TERACOM), Philipp v. Vopelius-Feldt
(KATHREIN), Michael Reinert (KATHREIN Projektmanager)

Picture 2, left:
New FM transmission antenna at approx. 240 m
above ground level
Picture 2, right:
Transmission mast in
Halmstad/Schweden
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News from our foreign subsidiaries
KATHREIN Broadcast USA, Inc.
KATHREIN Broadcast USA has moved to White City, Oregon
by: Marc Dunham, KATHREIN Broadcast USA, Inc.
In November 2019, we successfully moved our SCALA brand manufacturing facility in Medford, Oregon 5 miles north
to White City. The old facility was too large for our needs. The facility in White City is an open plan concept, allowing for
additional workspace and workflow efficiencies through the various workstations. Our new manufacturing facility
supports our continued high standards for quality products. SCALA continues to the the GOLD standard!

Picture:
The KATHREIN Broadcast
USA team in their new
manufacturing facility in
White City, Oregon.

NextGenTV: Cooperation with US major customer "HC2"
by: Marc Dunham, KATHREIN Broadcast USA, Inc. (in the picture)
Kathrein Broadcast USA helped HC2 deploy over 65 sites in 2019 and 2020 with a
combination of panel, super turnstile and slot antennas. A number of the sites
combined multiple frequencies into one antenna and all of the sites with final antenna
systems had circularly polarized systems. We also assisted with the installation on a
handful of sites and provided project management services. HC2 was the first company
to deploy our new omni-directional super turnstile antenna with flexible polarization.
This antenna was deployed in 2 locations and the results have been excellent. The
future of NextGenTV in the HC2 network with our antennas is ready to deploy ATSC 3.0
with OTT services using a broadcast frequency. We are standing by to see what services
they are going to deploy and ready to provide gap filler antennas to increase signal
strength!
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KATHREIN Broadcast Italia S.r.l., Caponago
CN Tower Project, Toronto, Canada
by: Marco Fumagalli, KATHREIN Broadcast Italia S.r.l.

Picture 1: CN Tower, Toronto, Canada
The UHF master antenna at the CN Tower was
a rather challenging project that was won against
the strong local competition. The 8-tiers antenna
with 5 panels per tier, which can be operated in
every conceivable polarization, had to be designed
for the operation of the over 30-year-old GRP
cylinder.
The 4-Channel omnidirectional antenna system
has two inputs, each with an input capability of
25 kW rms, and has also been equipped with our
KATHREIN Smart Monitoring System to increase
operational reliability. All components of the
antenna system have been designed so that
installation is as easy as possible due to the limited
space in the mast. The installation by our regional
partner GTI was an extraordinary challenge. The
antenna system is currently being tested for
performance and made ready for operation

Picture 2: Inside view UHF Master Antenna System
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FM Combiner, 20 Channels, 100 kW Power
CAMLICA, Turkey
by: Marco Fumagalli, KATHREIN Broadcast Italia S.r.l.
The mission here was to help our customer Antensan in finding a
solution to group and combine up to 20 FM channels into a single
broadband antenna system. This was achieved with a tailor made SIRA
FM combiner chain. The requirements were: 20 channels with a nominal
output of 5 kW each. The real challenge, however, was to manage the
frequency spacing, since many of the 20 operating channels were only
0.8 MHz, 0.6 MHz and even 0.5 MHz apart which resulted in a design
that included 2-, 3- and 4-pole filters within the combiner modules,
making this combiner project one of the most difficult tasks ever for
KATHREIN Italy.

Picture:
FM Combiner "Camlica" in production at
Kathrein Broadcast Italia, Caponago

EN ISO 9001 / 14001 / 45001 Certification
for KATHREIN Broadcast Italia S.r.l.
by: Marco Fumagalli, KATHREIN Broadcast Italia S.r.l. (in the picture rigth)
In the first year after the founding of the new company Kathrein Broadcast Italia S.r.l.
some important goals were achieved with the ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001
certifications. These successes show the company's constant commitment to a policy of
continuous improvement. The three certifications form the so-called "Integrated System",
which shows that Kathrein Broadcast Italia is a company that adheres to a whole range of
parameters in order to provide end customers, the community and employees with
consistent and controlled standards in the areas of quality, environment and safety at work.
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KATHREIN Broadcast S.R.L., Ghiroda, Rumänien
The story of the successful carve-out
by: Liliana Bogdan, KATHREIN Broadcast S.R.L., Romania (in the picture, right)
Kathrein Broadcast Romania successfully executed
and completed at the end of 2019 year the two carveouts processes by taking over the production activity
from Kathrein Romania and Broadcast sales and
services activity from Romkatel. While the businesses
themselves have been transitioning into a standalone
company, it has also been building a new corporate
identity and culture with 75 employees that were
transferred from both companies.
The carve-out involved thousands of micromilestones and metrics. The key factors behind such a
successful operational carve-out were effective project
management as well as efficient instrumentation of all
internal and external resources over the duration of
process.

The new company moved to
modern factory premises located
in VGP Park, one of the most
modern industrial parks from
west of Romania.
The 5.000 square meters new production facility makes it
possible to build a significantly larger production capacity
to increase delivery volumes in line with a growing order
book and future demand.
As well, the IT separation and implementation of new
software ProAlpha has been a pivotal element of successful
outcome of carve-out process. It run through the two
phases and is planned to be completed in June 2020.

In the picture above:: KATHREIN Broadcast S.R.L. production facility in Ghiroda, Timis County
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Camlica Tower Project Istanbul
A special challenge

by: Nicolai Vasilescu, KATHREIN Broadcast S.R.L., Romania
The project itself was a very interesting and challenging plan for our
team from different perspectives. From the design of the electrical part of
the entire system to the mechanical design of the brackets for the
antenna systems and other devices, but also for the installation of all
these components.
The project included the planning, delivery and installation of 2
DVB-T2 antenna systems, each with 8 levels in 4 directions and a total
output of 70 kW, 1 DAB system also with 8 levels in 4 directions and a
total output of 25 kW, 5 FM antenna systems 8, 6 or 3 levels each in 4
directions and a total output of 100 kW, as well as 5 FM combiner chains
with a total of 20x 5 kW transmitter combiner modules.
The antenna installation was carried out parallel to the construction of
the tower. The synchronization with other installation teams was very
difficult because the one team had to work on the high points of the
structure and the other teams in the levels below or on the ground.
A record number of FM combiners were delivered for the "Camlica
Tower"- project and installed at the site. Initially, 80 combiners were sold
in 4 different chains with an output of 20 x 5 kW. The most difficult part
of the installation was its placement in the transmitter room on the 39th
floor. This is due to the fact that six of the combiners in the chain were
larger than the elevator available at the site. In order to successfully
transport the switches to the desired level, it was first necessary to build
a special device that was then attached to the elevator and to split the
combiners into two individual elements for transport.

Picture above: CAMLICA Tower, Illustration

Series of pictures (R):
Different phases of
the installation work
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SNR Digitalization Project - DVB-T2 Expansion in RomaniaSNR
together with system integrator "Flame Technologies"
by: Nicolai Vasilescu, KATHREIN Broadcast S.R.L., Romania
As part of the digitalization project in Romania,
KATHREIN supplied materials and services in 6 different
lots with a total order value in the seven-digit range. The
major project involved the planning and delivery of
numerous antennas, power splitters, cables and coax
components for 134 new antenna systems and 97
existing systems that were modified. The installation and
acceptance of the respective systems were also part of
the order.

Production was completed in a very short time. 90% of
the goods were produced in just 3-4 months because the
stocks and raw materials were well planned before the
order was received. After only 5 months everything was
delivered and the installation and acceptance was carried
out within the following 4 winter months, despite the
difficult weather conditions.

In the picture right:
Nicolai Vasilescu,
Regional Sales Manager
East- and West- Europe

Various
Company Anniversaries
Many years of service

by: Wolfgang Niedhammer, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
At our Christmas celebration in December 2019, we were again able to honor numerous colleagues for their many years
of service.
We thank our colleagues
and colleagues for your loyalty:
40 years:
Werner Pitsch
30 years:
Werner Fritschka, Johann Rothbucher,
Robert Oberneder, Giovanni Lizzio,
Irene Winter, Peter Klingler
25 years:
Dr. Paul Mamok
20 years:
Klaus Kreuder
15 years:
Anton Vogl, Slobodan Mikulovic,
Andreas Bogner
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Nothing happens without her !
Sandra Maier
by: Wolfgang Niedhammer, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
Planning of appointments and business trips, organizing office supplies, procure business and rental vehicles,
greeting visitors, handling mail and correspondence, vacation planning, creating forms, maintaining data, travelling to
trade fairs, organizing company parties, etc. The list is long and can be continued as required. Now and then to comfort
the maltreated souls of colleagues.
The printer cartridges are
already empty! The working day is
pretty stressful. And still always a
smile on the face. Her most
important work utensil: yellow
post-it notes to "keep the overview", she says.
To compensate for everyday
work, she is looking for a wellness
weekend with an infusion sauna in
Austria. Yes, if there is time for that,
because she is happy to help out in
their family's garden company at
home.
Monday, 6:30 a.m., office: a few
colleagues are already there.
"Sandra, the printer is not working"
it sounds again across the hall.
Without a doubt, our Sandra Maier
can be described as the good soul
of our company. Quietly and in the
background, she handles the
various tasks. Nothing works
without here. A heroine of everyday
life.

In the picture: Sandra Maier

Safety
Suitability for mast climbing - Test
by: Wolfgang Niedhammer, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
Our project engineers undergo climbing suitability
training and safety training every year in order to safely climb
the 300 m high transmission towers. In an emergency case,
our engineers are also trained to rescue other people who
have had an accident.
Such a sweaty climb to check an antenna on a very high
transmission tower takes almost 45 minutes. You already
think very carefully about what you need and take with you,
the writer reports from his own experience.

Picture: Test for climbing in factory 4, Rohrdorf
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Newly introduced: Sales Controlling

A link between manufacturing and sales
by: Andreas Lukas, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
With the introduction of the new "Sales Control" functional unit from June 2020, we have created a closer link between
the manufacturing and processing of orders to the diverse needs of sales. So far largely independent planning and
processes are centralized and optimally coordinated. "We hope that this will result in more planning security in material
procurement, as well as manufacturing and logistics. Our customers will also benefit from shorter delivery times," says
Andreas Lukas, head of sales controlling.
The main tasks of sales management include:








Controlling and reporting
Sales article planning
Order processing, export and customs
Invoicing
Maintenance of customer master data
Supervision of offers and ERP
Risk Order Management

New Works Council

Works council election of KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH in October 2019
The new works council of KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH was elected in October 2019. It consists of 5 members.

Klaus Kreuder
Chairman

Anton Vogl
Deputy

Peter Klingler
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Sabine Huber

Andreas Bogner

People
Introduction: Christian Quickert
New CFO/COO of KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
Christian Quickert joined the company as managing director in February 2020 and has since
headed the areas of finance, human resources and operations. He recently joined the
management of our Italian subsidiary KATHREIN Broadcast Italia S.r.l.
The past months have been characterized by getting to know many new colleagues and
interesting topics related to the antenna business. In addition, the first annual financial
statements of the broadcast companies had to be prepared. Of course, the Corona pandemic
and its effects also played a major role here, which were approached together.

In the picture:
Christian Quickert

On the one hand, he was able to bring in his many years of international experience from a wide variety of areas in the
telecommunications / IT, media and facility management sectors. On the other hand, he also came across many new
topics that make working life exciting.
Christian Quickert says: "Somehow, the past few months have been a little trip into my past. Right at the beginning of
my professional career, long before studying computer science and business administration, I completed a technical
apprenticeship and many memories came up during the tours of our production facilities and visits to our suppliers. For
example, how I stood as a trainee/worker on the turning and milling machine, or how I used prototypes for railway
technology based on complex, sometimes adventurous drawings. Looking ahead, KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH is a
traditional and very well-established company that requires my experience in commercial and operational business, but
also underlines my background. I am convinced that we are very well positioned for the future and can master all
challenges: with our employees, our know-how and our will to drive the changes forward!"

Introduction: Jens Kirchner
New Head of "Global Projects"
Jens Kirchner has been leading the "Global Projects" team in Rosenheim since April 2020
and in June 2020 he also joined the management of our subsidiary KATHREIN Broadcast S.R.L.
in Ghiroda and supports the growth of our Romanian entity.
As soon as the new colleagues got to know each other, a sales plan was created in the
context of a changing European and global market.
Jens particularly supports customers who need an extended service, especially in the areas
of technical hotline, maintenance and operation. Jens also takes responsibility to expand all
equipment, project and service activities by our Romanian company with the aim of increasing
business.

Rosenheim, Germany, 1919

In the picture:
Jens Kirchner

Ghiroda, Timisoara, Romania, 2020

In the change of time: more than 100 years of KATHREIN antenna production
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In the picture: Employees of KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH in Rohrdorf (2019)

CONTACT
Germany

Romania

KATHREIN Broadcast GmbH
Ing. Anton-Kathrein Str. 1-7
83101 Rohrdorf
Germany
Phone: +49 (0)8031 6193 100
E-Mail: support@kathrein-bca.com

KATHREIN Broadcast S.R.L.
Calea Aviatorilor Street
No. 4, Building C2, Space No. 5
307200 Ghiroda, Timis County
Romania
Phone: +40 356 829 585
E-Mail: support-romania@kathrein-bca.com

Italy

USA

KATHREIN Broadcast Italia S.r.l.
Via Senatore Simonetta, 26
20867 Caponago (MB)
Italy
Phone: +39 02 959611
E-Mail: support-italy@kathrein-bca.com

KATHREIN Broadcast USA, Inc.
5 Cowboys Way, Suite 300
Frisco, Texas 75034
USA
Phone: +1 541 879 2300
E-Mail: support-usa@kathrein-bca.com

Stay connected
www.kathrein-bca.com
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